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The growth of wireless communication relies on the availability of radio frequency
for new services. More efficient spectrum allocations are required to serve the
increasing data per user. The major regulatory bodies are formulating new spec-
trum management techniques to forge the growing spectrum scarcity. Exclusive
use of spectrum is proved to be inefficient in many spectrum occupancy mea-
surement campaigns. As a result, spectrum sharing methods are being considered.
TV broadcasting is not using the allocated frequency in some geographic
areas, creating coverage holes known as TV white spaces. Both the industry and
the regulators are investigating the capability of TVWS, as a potential source
of spectrum for emerging wireless services. The FCC, in the US, has already
released the requirements for opportunistic access to the TV whites paces. In a
similar fashion, ECC, the pan-European regulator is finalizing the work on the
technical and operational requirements for the possible use of cognitive radio in
this spectrum.
In this thesis work, an integrated web-based spectrum availability assess-
ment tool is developed for Finland. The tool is a front-end visualization of a
time intensive computational process to answer key technical questions related to
TVWS - what secondary data rate can be supported in the available white space
spectrum? The assessment involves estimation of the available TVWS and its
capacity for cellular-type secondary systems. The relative effects of the secondary
system parameters on the TV system is compared using appropriate signal to
noise and interference ratio plots. The tool uses dynamic web technologies for a
seamless and user-friendly visualization of the assessment.
Keywords: spectrum regulation, TV white space, cognitive radio, geolocation
database, dynamic opportunistic access, unlicensed white space de-
vice
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11 Introduction
1.1 Overview
Following the roll out of commercial mobile communication networks in many parts
of the world, the radio frequency is becoming more valuable than ever. Individuals,
businesses and governments rely on this natural resource for communication. The
growth of Internet as a standard communication platform fueled the emergence of
new services like wireless Internet access. As more devices are competing for wireless
access, the the available radio spectrum is becoming congested. The reserve radio
resource pool is also depleting. Hence, in the future new allocations will inevitably
become impossible, risking the growth of the whole wireless ecosystem come to a
halt. On the contrary, studies (from various measurement campaigns) have shown
that the current spectrum shortage is created by the tight regulatory schemes, in-
troduced long ago to protect exclusive spectrum users[1][2][3].
Recently regulators, at various levels, are starting to devise new spectrum man-
agement methods to resolve the forthcoming spectrum crisis. From sponsoring
free radio channels as spectrum commons to allowing opportunistic access for un-
licensed devices, the regulators are showing their willingness to change the sta-
tus quo. The Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) radio bands in the 2.4GHz
frequency are allocated freely for public use as spectrum commons. These bands
showed tremendous success for short-range low power communication in wireless
local area netowrks(WLANs). Another spectrum sharing technique, named oppor-
tunistic access, enables the unlicensed use of the idle portions of a licensed radio
spectrum without harming the primary licensee. Regulators have been giving per-
mission for wireless microphones to work in the occupied TV channels in interleave
basis. After the digital switchover, new spectrum allocations are expected to com-
plete in the coming years. Studies have revealed that the TV broadcasting is not
using the spectrum efficiently i.e. the TV channels are not being used in some
geographical locations[28][33]. These TV coverage-free areas, named as TV White
Spaces(TVWS), are considered to be the next potential immediate solutions for
spectrum scarcity.
Many countries are evaluating the technical alternatives to employ the underutilized
TV band spectrum. Cognitive radios, first introduced by Mitola [7], are proposed
to be the possible enabler technologies. Cognitive radios are radios aware of their
location and the radio environment to change their transmitter parameters accord-
ingly. Cognitive techniques like geo-location database and/or sensing methods are
identified as optimal candidate technologies for dynamic opportunistic access to the
TV band frequencies[12][26].
Commercializing spectrum, in the TV bands, for opportunistic secondary access
must be preceded by refined quantitative availability assessment. There was a pre-
vailing ‘chicken and egg’ problem on the successful use of this valuable resource:
2regulators are not willing to draft new spectrum policies without working demon-
strations from the industry. The industry, on the other hand, is lacking confidence
to invest in new technology without regulatory insurance. The QUASAR - FP7 tar-
geted research project(STREP), under which this thesis is done tries to resolve this
dilemma from the technical end of the problem, assessing the available secondary
spectrum that could be used for opportunistic secondary access.
This quantitative assessment research work uses multiple parameters and models to
estimate the amount and capacity of the available TVWS. From a techno-economics
perspective, however, the basic key questions are:
• How much white space is available? Where is it located?
• How much data rate can it support?
• What performance metrics are suitable to utilize the spectrum?
To address these crucial technical questions, the need for a visualization tool is indis-
pensable. A user-friendly visualization interface is required to eliminate the barriers
for seamless understanding of the outputs of the research.
This thesis work develops an integrated web-based Spectrum Availability Assessment
Tool for TV White Space. The tool is front-end visualization for a time-intensive
computational assessment - the white space spectrum availability and secondary ca-
pacity estimation made for Finland on the digital TV(DTT) coverage. The assess-
ment methodology for the whole process involves considering the radio environment
models, the DTT coverage and appropriate secondary system models. The tool also
includes visualization for primary system performance, that are subjected to sec-
ondary system scenarios. This helps to compare the impacts of different parameters
on the existing primary system. The graphical user interface of the tool is developed
using standard, user-friendly and dynamic features to shorten the learning time for
new users.
1.2 Thesis Structure
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 gives overview of spectrum regulation. This section discusses the evolu-
tion of the radio communication through ages, the regulatory frameworks at differ-
ent levels (national, regional and international) and the changing regulatory trends
following spectrum needs. The proposed cognitive techniques for opportunistic spec-
trum access are also explained briefly in this chapter.
Chapter 3 discusses specifically the regulatory landscape about the TV Whitespace
regulation. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and the Electronic
Communications Committee(ECC) are the two major regional regulators in North
America and Europe, respectively, formally endorsing the the wireless industry’s
appeal to access TVWS on unlicensed basis. This chapter highlights the detail re-
quirements set by FCC and ECC.
In Chapter 4, the TVWS spectrum availability assessment is throughly explained.
The discussion of availability metrics, the analysis of the primary system and the
secondary system models, the channel models for estimating the radio propagation
characteristics are described. This section defines the overall spectrum availability
assessment methodology and its implementation in detail.
Chapter 5 focuses on identifying the standard principles behind the design of a
user-friendly graphical user interface. The enabler technologies for making the tool
browser accessible, the architecture of Spectrum Availability Assessment Tool and
its implementation are explained in more detail.
Chapter 6 is a case study section. The Spectrum Availability Assessment Tool for
Finland case is demonstrated. While in Chapter 7, the conclusion of the thesis work
is briefly summarized and the possible future dimensions of this work are recom-
mended.
42 Spectrum Regulation and Television White Spaces
2.1 Background
Communication technologies are transforming our society by connecting multiple
communities, governments, businesses etc. from different backgrounds. Wired com-
munication technologies, which had high market share before wireless systems be-
came economically feasible, did not penetrate well into many communities across
the globe. The huge investment needed by costly copper connections was the main
reason. Consequently, in many developing nations communication remained a lux-
ury commodity until recent availability of wireless technologies for mass market.
The radio communication systems before World War II were mainly amplitude mod-
ulated (AM) and frequency modulated (FM) broadcasting stations. The main prob-
lem at that time was improving the quality of reception. In the 1950s the fields of
communication theory and information theory gave a wider perspective to analyze
the system performance. Eventually, advances in electronics and circuit technol-
ogy helped the achievement of highly miniaturized and easily portable devices that
would otherwise need much space and wiring installation efforts. The invention of
transistors was also a remarkable breakthrough for creating very efficient integrated
circuits that,eventually, revolutionized the mass production of cheap electronic de-
vices.
In the past three decades, we have seen tremendous success in field of information
communication technologies. The liberalization of spectrum for commercial use has
brought the success of mobile communication technologies. As the technology was
getting broad market acceptance, the exclusive assignment of frequency to large ge-
ographic area proved to be uneconomical and inefficient use of the rather limited
radio resource —the concept of breaking-down the whole geographic area into small
hexagonal cells that could enable reusing the same frequency was developed.
The first generation (1G) of mobile technologies were analogue. There were multiple
incompatible parallel developments in different parts of the world, for instance in
the U.S. - the Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS), in the Scandinavia - the
Nordic Mobile Telephone (NMT) and U.K. - the Total Access Communications Sys-
tem (TACS). While transferring to the second generation (2G) all networks adopt
digital technology, offering a significant improvement in spectral efficiency. The
Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), the Code Division Multiple Ac-
cess (CDMA) and other Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) technologies were
developed. The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) tried to converge
the different 2G technology paths for interoperability to third generation (3G) sys-
tem under the auspices of its International Mobile Telecommunication (IMT-2000).
A collaboration of telecommunication standards bodies combined to create the 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). 3GPP has been working to standardize
radio access, core network and service architectures[8]. 3GPP has developed the
5specifications for Long Term Evolution (LTE). All these developments in mobile
communications systems have given economically viable solutions to developing na-
tions which resulted in an exploding growth of cellular networks worldwide. In fact,
the number of mobile subscribers reached 4.6 billion subscriptions by the end of
2010[9].
The ever-increasing data volume, associated with mobile broadband, and the de-
mand for seamless network connection are adding pressure for further spectrum as-
signment. Until recently, most cellular mobile technologies tried to maximize their
network capacity by increasing the number of serving stations —by shrinking (or
sectoring) the coverage area for each base station. However, as more traffic is inun-
dating the networks in the future, it seems the Shannon limit is inevitably reached
where no more capacity improvement is made, unless a new spectrum is acquired.
The Shannon capacity formula relates the capacity, C, with the bandwidth, W, as[6]:
C = W log2
(
1 +
S
N
)
, (2.1)
where W is the bandwidth, S - average received signal power and N - average noise
power. It is impossible to increase the signal power indefinitely, hence, capacity can
only be increased via bandwidth adjustment.
FCC Report on Trends in Wireless Devices showed that in 2010 alone, the num-
ber of wireless transmitters(devices) which received license was close to 12,000—nearly
fourfold the amount of a decade ago. The report also identified that new wireless
devices tend to integrate more transmitters, such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth etc., and with
added technical capability as compared to the traditional phones[10].
These developments urged the whole wireless industry stakeholders to search for
extra radio spectrum. The widely discussed spectrum white spaces were targeted as
promising sources of spectrum. The spectrum white spaces are the unused frequen-
cies in a certain geographical area for a reasonable amount of time.The European
Communications Commission (ECC) defined a white space as:
“A label indicating a part of the spectrum, which is available for a radio communi-
cation application (service, system) at a given time in a given geographical area on
a non-interfering / non-protected basis with regard to other services with a higher
priority on a national basis” [12].
Contrary to the conventional static spectrum allocations, these frequencies are still
needed by the Primary Users (PU) and they cannot be leased for full time. The new
Secondary Users(SU) can use the spectrum only at times when there is no primary
transmission. This dynamic access scheme needs new enabler technologies such as
Cognitive Radio (CR) —a radio that changes its transmitter parameters based on
the environment.
In more broad terms:
“Cognitive radio system (CRS): A radio system employing technology that allows
the system to obtain knowledge of its operational and geographical environment, es-
6tablished policies and its internal state; to dynamically and autonomously adjust its
operational parameters and protocols according to its obtained knowledge in order to
achieve predefined objectives; and to learn from the results obtained” [12].
So far, the spectrum white spaces are identified in Television(TV), Fixed Satellite
Stations(FSS) and many radar systems. The implementation of CRS involves new
technical challenges and decisive approval of the regulatory bodies.
2.2 Spectrum Regulation
With current trends of growth in wireless data, radio spectrum is becoming a more
valuable natural resource that is worth regulating. Radio spectrum accounts for
only a small portion (3kHz to 300GHz) of the available electromagnetic spectrum.
The range of spectrum values below and above the radio frequency(RF) can not be
used for radio communication purposes. Frequencies below 3kHz need uneconomi-
cally large antennas, while frequencies higher than 300GHz are highly affected by
attenuation. In fact, currently only the radio frequencies between 9kHz and 275
GHz are allocated for terrestrial or space radio communication services.
Spectrum regulation has a profound socio-economic impact. Due to the pervasive
nature of radio signals, governments have to make mutual decisions for optimal use
of the available spectrum. Many sensitive applications like satellite radio communi-
cations need these international agreements. Telecom equipment manufacturers will
be advantaged from the economy of scale only if there is a harmonized spectrum use
- this has significant implications in narrowing the Digital Divide between advanced
and under-developed economies.
The digitalization of formerly analogue services freed a substantial amount of high
quality radio spectrum—known as the digital dividend. The upper part of the Ul-
tra High Frequency (UHF) band in the digital dividend (790-862MHz) is already
allocated to mobile services in many parts of the world [13][14]. For increasing har-
monization of the digital dividend towards mobile services worldwide, the World
Radiocommunication Conference 2012 (WRC-12) has decided to allocate the 700
MHz band for mobile services, with date of entry into force from the end of 2015[15].
Studies have shown, even in other existing licensed bands, for instance television
broadcasting band(470-790 MHz), aeronautical band for DME(960-1215 MHz), radar
band (2700-3100 MHz, 5250-5850MHz) and IMT band(790-960 MHz, 1710-2025MHz),
there is significant possibility of using them for opportunistic access[16][19]. Al-
though this ambitious demand needs a more matured technology, the regulatory
decisions matter when it comes to its realization.
On top of the complexity of the direct and indirect socio-economic effects resulting
from spectrum use, there are international, regional and national players - each with
7its own agenda. The decision making process often takes many years to establish
rules accepted by all levels. There are multiple drivers, however, that force the
sluggish chain of regulatory procedures to move ahead. Firstly, the fast pace of
technological development is bringing more efficient devices having special technical
capabilities, such as intelligent radio cognition which require a totally different set of
regulatory rules. Secondly, the unquenchable user requirements are becoming more
demanding, from ubiquitous mobility to high data access, from desiring to access all
belongings online to connecting to many people the whole day etc. There is also a
more significant trend of digital convergence towards connecting everything to the
Internet. As more and more devices are connected to the Internet, in the future it
is inevitable that there will be one giant global network of things. All these devel-
opments have a strong impact on the current regulatory landscape and all of them
necessitate that there must be change on the status quo.
2.2.1 Spectrum Regulatory Frameworks
There are many international and regional governing bodies for radio spectrum man-
agement and each country has its own spectrum regulators. The main role of the
international and regional regulators is standardizing the most optimal spectrum
management techniques. A worldwide harmonized radio spectrum regulation eases
technological challenges, wireless devices manufacturing gets market confidence from
the economy of scale by mass production. Apart from mutual responsibilities by all
parties, standardization eases global market access - good to make the whole sector
highly competitive and more innovative. As the global economy is becoming more
and more dependent on one another, there is an increasing trend of centralizing stan-
dardization efforts in the telecom sector as well. The international regulators are
becoming more involved in drafting a more acceptable spectrum allocation schemes
each time. The national regulators, however, have a reasonable freedom to identify
the models that suit their national interests, given they are under their responsibil-
ities.
International and Regional Regulators
The International Telecommunications Union(ITU), a specialized agency of the
United Nations(UN), has the regulatory mandate at the international level. The
ITU, through its World Radiocommunication Conferences(WRC), deals with the
allocation of the available frequency(9kHz to 275GHz) to different applications.The
Radiocommunication Sector of the International Telecommunication Union(ITU-R)
plays in a vital role in the harmonization of spectrum management worldwide.
The primary goals of the agency is to make sure that there is interference-free
radio communication systems at the local, regional and international scale. It works
to bring an all-benefiting agreement, in a time when there is a growing impor-
tance of radio frequency in fixed, mobile, broadcasting, global positioning systems,
8space research, emergency telecommunication, meteorology, environmental monitor-
ing etc. To keep the pace of technological evolution on track, the ITU investigates
the possibilities to ensure a more flexible regulatory structure for the future, such
as conserving spectrum and spectrum-sharing based on geographical location. To
foster future innovation, the ITU encourages spectrum allocations to maintain neu-
trality on any technology.
At the European level, the Electronic Communications Committee(ECC) of the Eu-
ropean Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administration(CEPT) plays
the regional regulatory role, which in many ways reflect European interests in the
ITU and other international organizations. The ECC also works to formulate mu-
tually optimal spectrum policies and regulatory procedures across Europe. The
ECC works in partnership with the European Telecommunication Standards In-
stitute(ETSI)—an industry-led organization involved in developing European stan-
dardization of telecommunications services and devices, and the European Commis-
sion(EC). With its goal of maintaining the single EU market for wireless services
and equipment, the ECC is one of the influential telecom policy makers at the in-
ternational level.
ECC provides four relevant deliverables to the member states. The ECC Deci-
sions give regulatory texts that outline optimal procedures to harmonization is-
sues—although they are not mandatory prescriptions, most CEPT member admin-
istrations are highly encouraged to follow them. For national authorities, ECC
develops Recommendations as a guidance to deal with harmonization matters. Re-
ports of the harmonization measures are compiled by ECC based on studies as ECC
Reports. Finally, CEPT Reports reveal the final results of studies which show re-
sponses to the EU authorities, helpful for future EC Decisions. All these CEPT
deliverables are non-binding to give the national authorities a reasonable flexibility
based on their national interests [19].
National Regulatory Authorities
The European member states have their own National Regulatory Authorities(NRA).
To ensure effective liberalization of the telecommunication sector each member state
should have a structurally independent and impartial NRA, not involved in any form
of telecom business. Article 3, of the Common Regulatory Framework Directive[20]
explains that:
”Member States shall guarantee the independence of national regulatory authorities
by ensuring that they are legally distinct from and functionally independent of all or-
ganizations providing electronic communications networks, equipment or services.”
The NRAs can exercise power at the national level based on the recommenda-
tions and guidelines from the EC. Normally, the EC identifies relevant markets
and provides market definition recommendations to the NRAs. Based on those rec-
ommendations, the NRAs will analyze them at the national level,to check if there
9is a monopolistic practice on the recommended markets for regulatory intervention.
In the UK, the Office of Communications(Ofcom) regulates the broadcasting, telecom-
munications and postal industries. Particularly, Ofcom oversees the TV and radio
sectors, fixed line telecoms, postal services and airwaves over which the wireless de-
vices operate.
In Finland, there are two institutions responsible for spectrum management: the
Ministry of Transport and Communications (MINTC) and the Finnish Commu-
nications Regulatory Authority (FICORA). MINTC is responsible to prepare the
telecommunication acts and policies suitable for Finland. It also issues policy and
regulation implementation guidelines and directions. Where as FICORA imple-
ments the policies and decisions made by MINTC —it takes direct responsibility to
manage, issue and control the use of frequencies based on the policies. Its licensing
considers the current and future trends of radio communication systems. Together
with the Finnish Competition Authority, FICORA handles competition issues in
the telecommunications sector.
2.2.2 General Trends in Telecommunications Regulation
The main goals of regulation are to achieve non-interfering systems and a purely
competitive telecommunication services market. The early practices of regulation
focused on avoiding interference among the different broadcasting stations. In its
founding legislation, the Federal Communications Commission(FCC), the United
States regulator of non-governmental spectrum use, it was given the power to act
based on the public interests. This command and rule type philosophy of spectrum
regulation, based on public interest, had at times prohibitive implications on the
proliferation of new technologies. Studies have shown that even the most premium
and congested traffic areas are not using the allocated spectrum mainly because of
the artificial spectrum shortages created by tight regulatory rules[6][2].
A report by United States General Accounting Office(GAO)[25] showed that the
current structure of spectrum management do not promote the arrival of spectrum
efficient technologies. The categorization of spectrum by service types(such as aero-
nautical radio navigation) and users(federal,nonfederal, and shared) affects spectrum
flexibility for emerging technologies. The regime excludes dynamic spectrum acqui-
sition techniques by technologies like software-defined radios(SDR) - radios that
adapt to the real-time spectrum environment and configure themselves accordingly.
The spectrum white spaces - unused frequencies in the licensed spectrum - can not
be utilized efficiently unless new regulatory measures are taken. With new spec-
trum usage rules, gray spaces - frequencies where emissions exist but could support
additional traffic without affecting the incumbent users - may be used with SDR
technologies.
In recent years, however, there is a growing trend to make spectrum regulation
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to be decided by the market. This has been done in the form of government auc-
tioning. When unassigned spectrum is discovered, bidders are allowed to contest
—the spectrum will be leased for the bidder who brings more money. The spec-
trum might have been obtained, for instance, from a retired application, such as
when analogue television broadcasting is changing its technology to digital systems.
The Finnish regulator, FICORA, made one of such auctions for the 2500-2690 MHz
spectrum blocks in November, 2009[21]. This market-based approach is also offering
the possibility to allow the secondary-marketing (reselling) of the spectrum. The
spectrum-ownership will be transferred in long-term or temporal basis to those en-
tities who value it most[6].
Regulators are now convinced how strict regulatory policy impairs innovation. The
commercial success of the wireless devices and services in the license-exempt radio
frequency, commonly referred to as ISM-band(Industrial, Scientific and Medicine)
substantiates this fact. These radio frequencies are not licensed to any entity —avail-
able as spectrum commons for public use. These bands are found very valuable for
many wireless devices such as WiFi, Bluetooth, radio tagging(RFID), and a variety
of uses from remote garage openers to control of toys and baby alarm monitors. The
power emissions from the multiple devices can create strong electromagnetic inter-
ference and disrupt communications using the same frequencies. To minimize such
possibility, there are certain allowed power levels and the technologies allowed are
spread spectrum ones. The most widely used of the ISM radio bands is the 2.4GHz,
but large new chunks of spectrum from 5GHz to 6GHz are now available worldwide
for similar applications.
2.2.3 Regulatory Measures for Opportunistic Spectrum Access
Based on the various studies on the existing spectrum occupancy, only less than
20% of the the spectral capacity is being used effectively, even in the busiest radio
environments like New York and Chicago[6]. Another study in downtown Berkeley,
US, identified similar problem (see Table 3 below). This one revealed typical uti-
lization of roughly 30% below 30GHz, and 0.5% in the 3 to 6GHz frequency band.
Due to these significant inefficiency, all stakeholders are urging the old regulatory
regime to address the growing spectrum demand.
Freq (GHz) 0 ∼ 1 1 ∼ 2 2 ∼ 3 3 ∼ 4 4 ∼ 5 5 ∼ 6
Utilization (%) 54.4 35.1 7.6 0.25 0.128 4.6
Table 3: Measurement of spectrum utilization (0-6 GHz) in downtown Berkeley[3]
Recently, many regulators are showing their willingness to allow secondary oppor-
tunistic access to the licensed bands. The dynamic spectrum access scheme targets
the unused spectrum holes, white spaces, for temporary(license-exempt) spectrum
sharing, both in the spatial and temporal dimensions. The FCC has made one of
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the most significant regulatory amendments in nearly 20 years - allowing a license-
exempt access in licensed bands. FCC has given the details on using the licensed
TV channels for unlicensed use[26]. The details are mainly guidelines how to access
spectrum opportunistically while avoiding any interference to the primary users -
without adding any more technology enhancements to the primary system.
Other regulators are following similar steps. In Europe, the ECC has already devel-
oped requirements for protecting the licensed users in the 470-790MHz, in an effort
to foster future cognitive radio access [12]. The new upcoming technologies benefit-
ing from the spectrum white spaces in the 470-790MHz bands should consider the
protection criteria for the following incumbent services:
• Broadcasting services including Digital Video Broadcasting - Terrestrial (DVB T).
• Program Making and Special Event (PMSE) systems like radio microphones
in particular.
• Radio Astronomy (RAS) services in the 608-614MHz bands.
• Aeronautical Radio-Navigation(ARNS) in the 645-790MHz bands.
• mobile/fixed services in the bands adjacent to 470-790MHz.
The White Space Devices (WSD) must guarantee critical attention to these protected
primary services from harmful interferences. For the implementation phase, many
parties are undergoing studies for optimal enabler technologies.
2.3 Television White Spaces
Television broadcasting services operate in the Very High Frequency (VHF) and
Ultra High Frequency (UHF) portions of the radio frequency, on a licensed basis.
Regulators prohibit the use of these bands for unlicensed devices. Most regulators,
however, are necessitating the adoption of digital transmission by all TV stations
that were using analogue transmission. The US has already completed this Digital
Switchover(DSO) by June 2009, while UK is planning to complete by 2012. In Fin-
land, over-the-air analog television transmissions were shut off in September of 2007,
while the cable television networks analog transmissions were allowed to continue
until February, 2008 [27]. Similar steps are in progress (or already finished) in the
remaining Europe. This transition has freed up a significant amount of spectrum
for other services.
The other major benefit of the DSO is the opportunity to use the licensed TV bands
for unlicensed wireless devices when licensed users are not needing them. There are
suitable geographical locations which could not be accessed by some channels with-
out interfering with their adjacent/co-channels, but still these channels could be
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used by low power devices without disturbing similar primary users. These sec-
ondary devices, also known as White Space Devices(WSDs), should be equipped
with state-of-the-art cognitive capabilities to avoid any harmful interference to the
protected incumbent services. The name Television White Space(TVWS) came from
the broadcast coverage color map, where different colors indicating different signal
levels, while geographical areas without TV signals are left white. Thus TVWS can
be defined as:
Geographical locations where there is no TV signal and the broadcasting frequency
can be used for secondary purposes without causing any interference to the perfor-
mance of the TV broadcasting in the remaining areas and other incumbent services
anywhere.
In Europe, the TVWS is located in the 470-790MHz bands - which is tradition-
ally stronger signal, far better than the 3G and WiFi bands, for its capability to
travel long distances and penetrate shadowing walls. It is also very promising for
many potential services such as last mile wireless broadband access in rural areas.
2.4 Introduction to Cognitive Radios
Conventional digital transceivers as depicted in Figure 1, includes the analog RF
front-end module responsible for transmitting/receiving the Radio Frequency(RF)
signal from the antenna and down-converting the signal from RF to Intermediate
Frequency(IF) on receive path (or up-conversion of the IF signal into RF signal, in
case of transmit path). The middle section includes the Analog-to-Digital/Digital-
to-Analog Converter (ADC and DAC) block, the demodulating Digital Down Con-
version(DDC) and modulating Digital Up Conversion(DUC) blocks. The baseband
section performs baseband operations such as (connection setup, equalization, fre-
quency hopping, coding/decoding and correlation) and implements link layer pro-
tocols.
The continuous evolution of wireless access schemes is demanding new hardware up-
dates each time. Mobile users, on the other hand, need technology-neutral roaming
capabilities. This technical requirement is bringing a new variant of radio systems
which rely on software-reconfigurability running on generic hardware with Digi-
tal Signal Processors(DSPs) and general purpose microprocessors. Software-Defined
Radios(SDRs) are radios whose functional modules, such as modulation/demodulation,
signal generation, coding and link-layer functions, can be implemented in software.
In other words, the coding, modulation type and frequency band can be modified
solely by changing software. This capability of SDR devices enables upgrading the
modules, and hence the devices, mainly by software updates whenever the wireless
access protocol is changing.
SDR can be a key enabler of other important types of radios which are more adaptive
and reconfigurable. Cognitive Radios(CRs) are radios more flexible and adaptable
to any radio environment by cognitive learning. Although there are multiple defini-
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Figure 1: Generic digital transceiver
tions, the CR concept was first explained by Mitola and Maguire as:
“transforming radio nodes from blind executors of predefined protocols to radio-
domain-aware intelligent agents that search out ways to deliver the services that
the user wants even if that user does not know how to obtain them”[28].
CRs must have dynamic spectrum access support for wide range of frequencies,
special intelligence for sensing and decision-making capabilities based on the radio
environment as well as other functionalities like contacting database servers without
the knowledge of the user. Ideal CRs change their internal operational behavior
by learning from sensory inputs and recognizing patterns in a heterogeneous radio
environment.
2.5 Cognitive Techniques to Access White Spaces
Cognitive secondary access to TVWS involves detection of the available spectrum
holes in the TV-bands and to use the spectrum based on the regulatory requirements,
which basically protect incumbent services from harmful interferences. Three cogni-
tive techniques have been proposed by ECC to help WSDs find empty channels[12]:
1. Geo-location with databases
2. Spectrum sensing
3. Beacons
Currently, the geo-location assisted by database seems to be a more promising short-
term solution for incumbent detection and interference avoidance.
2.5.1 Geo-location Databases
In this approach, the WSDs are required to consult a centralized (or regional mirror)
geo-location database to determine if there are any TVWS (free channels) they can
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use without causing interference to other services. ECC needs that the WSDs have
to recognize and indicate their current location before sending the query. There are
few essential parameters yet to be decided in the future: the location precision, how
often the devices should contact the database and the quality of the database it-
self. Too precise location requirement imposes unnecessary complexity to the WSDs,
while contacting the server at short time intervals dries up the battery life of the
devices.
With this scheme, WSDs are not allowed to transmit before they receive notifi-
cations from the database about the available white spaces, if any, in their position.
This requires that the WSDs make initial connectivity to the database by some other
way than the white space frequencies. Currently, the master-slave communication
architecture is proposed to alleviate this problem. A master device, most likely an
access point or a base station, having access to the location information will connect
to the database via Internet. Then it in turn serves the inquiries of the slave WSDs
at its vicinity.
The database scheme might work well for protecting services whose coverage plan
Figure 2: Possible geolocation database proposed by Ofcom[11].
is more or less fixed and deterministic, the protection of mobile incumbent services
such as wireless-microphone, however, may need more sophisticated approaches.
2.5.2 Spectrum Sensing
Spectrum Sensing enables unlicensed devices detect the presence of any protected
incumbent services in licensed channels, which appear to be white spaces. Spec-
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trum sensing involves measuring the signal levels of the potential channel, based
on the regulatory requirements. FCC, for instance, requires the “TV bands de-
vices [unlicensed WSDs] be capable of sensing analog TV signals, digital TV signals
and wireless microphone signals at a level of -114dBm within defined receiver band-
widths”. While this level is referenced to an omni-directional receive antenna of 0dBi
gain, other approaches for sensing antenna are allowed as far as they maintain the
same performance, with respect to the sensing threshold.
Up on finding a vacant channel, the WSDs may also be required to sense the adja-
cent channels to find out, if any, transmission power constraints. Certain services
like radio astronomy in the band 608-614MHz, which are technically difficult to de-
tect, might need special protection (or even exclusion) from these sensing procedures.
Spectrum sensing, if it is standalone, has very important advantage that it doesn’t
need connection to a centralized database server. This eliminates the need for extra
communication infrastructures like the Internet. The down-side of this scheme, how-
ever, is that sensing signals may be vulnerable to what is called the hidden terminal
problem shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Hidden-terminal problem of sensing-based cognitive radio.[28]
While the unlicensed cognitive device is trying to sense the signal from the pri-
mary transmitter, which is located on the other side of the shadowing building, it
may conclude that there is no primary transmitter nearby and may start trans-
mitting on the same channel. In this scenario, the licensed users, which are still
receiving from the transmitter and located at the vicinity of the WSD, will suffer
from chronic interference.
2.5.3 Beacons
A third proposal for spectrum white space detection is using beacons. Unlicensed
devices transmit only when they receive the beacons that carry information whether
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the channel is vacant or not. The beacons can be broadcasted by the TV stations,
or a different unlicensed fixed transmitter using TV bands. Using beacons increases
the probability of detection at lower threshold values, that would otherwise need
more complex sensing systems.
This approach needs a dedicated infrastructure that broadcasts beacons and it
should be operated depending on statistics from the licensed incumbent services.
When beacons are lost probably due to shadow-fading, the hidden-terminal prob-
lem, explained above, may happen.
Regulators, such as FCC, have already decided to use geo-location database as a sole
cognitive technique, sensing and the use of beacons to be optional ones. The reason
behind such decisions is the less viability of these methods to detect white space
spectrum. However, FCC, encourages the use of sensing with secondary devices for
determining quality of channels and for the promotion of spectrum sharing among
secondary devices[26].
2.6 The Problem of Aggregate Interference
Cognitive techniques such as spectrum sensing and beacon methods, have technical
downsides related to secondary interference. When the number of secondary power
emitters is increasing, their aggregate interference tends to increase beyond the tol-
erance level for the TV systems[16]. This demands the use of monitoring methods,
which in effect help to control the density of secondary transmitters. Geo-location
databases may well serve to solve such problems by controlling the density of WSDs.
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3 TV Whitespace Regulation
In the United States there are two spectrum regulators: National Telecommunica-
tions and Information Administration(NTIA) regulates all federal government spec-
trum use, while FCC regulates all non-federal government spectrum use. All com-
mercial broadcasting including television spectrum is regulated by FCC.
In June 2002, FCC established a Spectrum Policy Task Force to keep its pace with
the current spectrum demands and revise its policies based on comments from all
stakeholders including wireless equipment manufacturers, wireless service providers,
academics, radio and TV service providers, etc. The Task Force held numerous
meetings and workshops open for the public. After such efforts, the Task Force
highlighted the need for more flexible spectrum policy for the following reasons[29].
• As technology is advancing, interference mitigation is becoming easier and
wireless systems are becoming more tolerant to interference.
• In many cases the real problem is associated with the prevailing spectrum ac-
cess policies than the physical scarcity of spectrum, which hampered potential
spectrum users.
• More flexible and market-oriented regulatory models are imperative for the
innovation of spectrum-efficient and more economical technologies.
• Fair spectrum regulation should have variety of models such as the grant-
ing of exclusive rights via market-based approach, increasing the “spectrum
commons” and other means.
In recent years, the Commission has made significant improvement in its spectrum
policies. In 2004, FCC proposed to allow opportunistic access to TV bands. After
accepting petitions from all stakeholders and discussing the relevant topics, FCC
released detail requirements for using the TVWS for unlicensed devices in 2008[26].
The pan-European ECC has also pursued similar steps to respond to the grow-
ing spectrum scarcity. In July 2008, ECC (in its CEPT Report 24)[33] started
discussing the potentials of opportunistic access on TV white spaces and the asso-
ciated risks for the existing radio systems. In January 2011, ECC released a detail
technical and operational requirements for accessing the TVWS for unlicensed use
[12].
The two institutions, FCC and ECC, used different approaches to protect the exist-
ing services while harvesting the available spectrum in TV white spaces. FCC re-
quires protection based on distance, while ECC focuses on secondary power control.
However, both of them are using similar secondary spectrum access technologies—geo-
location with databases and/or sensing. The following two sections summarize the
major decisions by FCC[26] and ECC[12] for realizing cognitive access to TV white
spaces.
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3.1 FCC
TV broadcasting in the US operates on 6 MHz channels designated from 2 to 51
in four bands of frequencies in the VHF and UHF regions of the electromagnetic
spectrum (54-72MHz, 76-88MHz, 174-216MHz and 470-698MHz)[26].
In the US, TV service contours are used to estimate signal strength in the cov-
erage area around the broadcasting station. Service contours are calculated using
average terrain elevation from topographic data in eight specific directions and the
principal community, if none of the eight directions point to it. The height of the
electrical center of the antenna above this average terrain determines the effective
height. This height and the effective radiated power are used to find out the distance
to any specific field strength, such as the service contours. For instance Grade A and
Grade B service contours are the most commonly used for FCC administrative pur-
poses. The stations also use them for promotional and marketing purposes. Grade
A contour covers all distances with field strength 68 dBu, while Grade B refers to
47 dBu. In addition to these specific field strength values for these two contours,
a minimum field intensity named as city grade contour, is specified which must be
provided for the entire principal community. it is 6-dB higher than the Grade A
contour [18].
Besides the TV broadcasting, the channels are used for unlicensed services like
medical telemetry (on any vacant TV channel from 7 - 46), remote controls(above
channel 4 except for 37), and radio astronomy(in channel 37). The Commission re-
quires these services must sense TV broadcasting and other devices to avoid harmful
interference. To ensure this capability, the devices must be certified at FCC Labo-
ratory.
FCC adopted protection criteria for the existing TV broadcasting systems based
on the nature of their coverage. To avoid severe interference, techniques like using
protection distance, gap between the intended service range and the interference
range are used. Wireless devices must be located outside the coverage area by this
protection distance, which depends on the height of their antenna and operating
frequency (co-channel or adjacent channel).
Unlicensed devices must be located outside the inner contour signals of co-channel
and adjacent stations by at least the minimum distances specified in Table 3.1.
Portable WSDs, or TV band devices (TVBDs) in FCC terminology, with geo-
location and databases access capability must respect the separation distances spec-
ified for unlicensed device with an antenna height of less than 3 meters.
After verifying with its own engineers and analyzing the responses from vari-
ous stakeholders, FCC considered spectrum sensing as a less viable tool for white
space detection. Consequently, devices with capability of locating themselves and
access to database server are exempted from the spectrum sensing. For instance
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Figure 4: FCC protection distance, for a typical WSD antenna height≤ 3m. The
position of the unlicensed device determines the frequency it is allowed to operate
(adjacent or co-channel to the TV station) .
Antenna Height of Required Separation (km) From Digital or
Unlicensed Device Analog TV (Full Service or Low Power)
Protected Contour
Co-channel Adjacent Channel
less than 3 meters 6.0 km 0.1 km
3 —less than 10 meters 8.0 km 0.1 km
10 —30 meters 14.4 km 0.74 km
Table 4: FCC protection areas [26]
FCC admitted the inappropriateness of spectrum sensing to protect wireless micro-
phones, which may be licensed or unlicensed, while it is possible to give protection
to licensed ones via geo-location and database. Unlicensed wireless microphones, on
the other hand, must tolerate significant level of interference by design. However,
the Commission recommends the wireless device makers to include spectrum sensing
to help them determine the relative channel quality and enhance spectrum sharing
among unlicensed TV bands devices.
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FCC put a limit on the EIRP power levels for personal/portable unlicensed devices
to a maximum of 100mW. When the same device is operating closer to an occupied
adjacent channel the maximum EIRP should be limited to 40mW. Sensing-only de-
vices are allowed to emit up to 50mW EIRP. Fixed devices, however, are permitted
to operate to a maximum 4W EIRP, but the Commission is quite strict for their
operation adjacent to occupied channels. To reduce the out of band emissions, FCC
requires that TVBDs power emission must be attenuated at least 72.85dB below
the highest average power in the adjacent 6MHz bandwidth. Fixed TVBDs should
locate their geographic coordinates to an accuracy of +/-50 meters. The same rule
applies to portable unlicensed devices, on the condition that they check their loca-
tion every 60 seconds.
3.2 ECC
In Europe the TV white spaces are located in the 470-790MHz contiguous frequency
bands and unlike in the USA, each TV channel occupies 8MHz band. The presence
of multiple autonomous national regulators becomes a challenge to impose very
stringent white space usage rules.
ECC uses more detail signal propagation models to avoid secondary interference
to different incumbent services (broadcasting TV stations, PMSE systems, radio
astronomy, aeronautical, radionavigation systems, and border services at both ends
of the 470-790MHz frequency). ECC proposed optimal secondary power emission
equations and primary protection procedures by assessing the most common pri-
mary system settings. Unlike the FCC approach, the ECC document contains loose
technical recommendations—that seem to offer a significant level of flexibility upon
implementation in different member nations. ECC recommendation considers the
geo-location database as a crucial tool to identify the TV white spaces, while sens-
ing is left as an optional method. In fact ECC concluded autonomous sensing-only
WSDs can not reliably detect the presence of primary systems even with more strin-
gent sensing thresholds (for instance, -91dBm to -155dBm to detect TV signals).
Moreover, ECC highly recommends geo-location databases to protect ARNS and
portable PMSE services.
The ECC approach is targeted at maintaining a reasonable location probability, the
probability with which a DTT receiver would operate correctly at a specific pixel —a
receiver is considered to work correctly if the median of the wanted signal is greater
than the minimum required value. Each pixel has 100m X 100m dimension. DTT
networks use location probability to quantify the quality of their coverage. A typical
coverage plan calculates the location probability for each pixel across the country.
When a secondary wireless device is introduced, the interference naturally causes
reduction in the DTT location probability. This reduction is used as a metric for
imposing the regulatory in-block and out-of-block power emission limits for WSDs
working in the DTT frequencies.
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ECC suggests short-range WSDs to emit power levels of 10mW to 50mW and long-
range ones between 1W and 10W. The autonomous operation of a WSD can be made
safe by using a location specific maximum output power equations. For instance,
the maximum permitted in-block power (EIRP) of a single WSD that can guaran-
tee protection of the co- and adjacent channel TV channel reception is derived as
follows[12][16].
The received TV signal quality is described by the signal to interference and noise
ratio (SINR). ECC considers the TV outage, due to slow fading, is complementary to
the location probability. The SINR distribution is related to the outage probability
target(On):
On ≤ Pr{SINR ≤ γt} (3.1)
where γt is the target SINR level.
The SINR is the ratio of the received useful signal, Ptvgtv and the noise added
with interference
SINR =
Ptvgtv
Itv + Isu + Pn
=
Ptvgtv
Isu + PN
(3.2)
where Isu is the interference from secondary users, Itv is the interference from other
TV stations, Pn is the noise power, PN = Itv +Pn and gtv is the TV signal attenua-
tion.
The interference from other TV stations can be modeled as an increase of the noise
floor. In slow fading channel the interference can be modeled with lognormal distri-
bution.
Isu + PN ≈ 10
µ+z
10 (3.3)
where µ(in dB) is the mean secondary interference added with the noise power, and
z is the zero mean Gaussian random variable with standard deviation σsu, which
would be the slow fading standard deviation of the secondary signal.
By tuning the first two moments of the both sides of equation (3.3) to be equal and
using (3.3) in (3.1), it is possible to derive the secondary power level that guarantees
the outage limit.
Psu = µtv − µg − γr + q
√
σ2tv + σ
2
su −MI − SM −M (3.4)
where µtv, σtv are the mean and standard deviation respectively of the TV signal,
µg is the mean secondary pathloss, γr is the protection ratio in dB due to frequency
offset between the TV receiver and the secondary device, q = Q−1(1 − On) is the
Gaussian confidence factor and the Q−1 is the inverse Q-function. MI accounts the
margin for multiple secondary interference, SM is the safety margin and the margin
M contains all the remaining parameters such as antenna gain, antenna directivity
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and polarization discrimination, feeder loss of the TV system, etc.
However, this approach requires the knowledge of a number of priori parameters
such as the possible distance between the TV receiver and WSD(included in the cal-
culation of M). The approach may not guarantee the protection of primary systems
if, for instance, TV coverage has convolutions due to terrain irregularities. ECC
concluded that the autonomous operation of WSDs should be compensated by tak-
ing a more conservative propagation characteristics. This has a direct impact on
the utility of WSDs, which decreases when the detection requirements are very low.
The precise spatial separation between the WSD and a victim DTT receiver within
the given pixel can not be known merely by geo-location database. To complement
the SE43 methodology in determining the WSD transmission power limits, the con-
cept of Reference Geometry is used. Reference Geometry refers to the minimum
separation distance to be maintained between the WSD and the TV receiver in
adjacent channel. Figure 5 shows the relevant reference geometry. This geometry
helps for the calculation of optimal emission limits for mobile/fixed communication
network terminal stations.
Figure 5: Reference geometry for adjacent channel options, assuming a portable
WSD.
3.3 Protection of other systems in the TV spectrum
Wireless microphones are non-data devices which do not include geo-location tech-
nology—hence they are not required to be added to the database servers. FCC
granted two channel reservations (in the range 14-51) for wireless microphones to
safeguard them from potential interferences. Although there is no special protection
scheme (as in contour mapping) applied for wireless microphones, most gathering
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venues and sites for major events will be registered to the geo-location database to
limit the intrusion of unlicensed TVBDs in the area. If in any case, the number of
wireless microphones is beyond the capacity the reserved channels could serve, the
event organizer can register the details of the site beforehand for ensuring protection
from unlicensed TV bands devices.
The ECC approach to protect program making and special event(PMSE) systems
demands that WSDs should monitor their power emission. This requires the in-
terference level from WSDs to remain well below -115dBm at the PMSE receivers.
In some worst-case scenarios, the detection thresholds may drop from -120dBm to
-155dBm. Generally, ECC recommends the need for a further study on combating
temporal fading caused by multipath propagation, or using a geo-location databases
and safe harbor channels dedicated for this specific service. Similarly, for the pro-
tection of radio astronomy(RAS) in channel 38, the ECC requirement suggests that
this channel and its adjacent channels (37 and 39) be totally exempted for usage
to autonomous WSDs, unless there is a centralized database at the European level
or a multilaterally agreed management system that could secure the safety of this
channel.
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4 Spectrum Availability Assessment in the TV
White Space
4.1 Introduction
Based on the QUASAR project definition[39],
“Spectrum is available for a certain set of secondary transmissions when it would
not violate the regulatory rules if it were to be executed.”
A number of possible metrics can be suggested for estimating the amount of the
available spectrum, for instance, the number of unused TV channels per pixel1can
be located for a geographic area. A channel is considered available for secondary
usage at a pixel if the pixel doesn’t fall within the coverage or the protection area
of any transmitter using the same channel (see Figure 6).
Figure 6: Channel availability for a two transmitter scenario.
Spectrum availability assessment is done as a back-end computation for Spectrum
Availability Assessment Tool. In simulation environments, the process of estimating
the amount of spectrum involves modeling the radio environment, considering the
primary system network coverage and radio characteristics, devising measurement
metrics and using appropriate secondary system scenarios for studying the feasibility
of the assessment. This chapter discusses the propagation models, the measurement
metrics and assessment methodology used in the spectrum availability assessment.
1A pixel may cover different area size depending on precision of the assessment. The location
probability, which is used in DTT network planning, is typically calculated for every 100mx100m
pixel across the country[12]. However, for this assessment we used a wider pixel size of 250mx250m.
For the purpose of uniformity in this document, a pixel size refers to the 250mx250m dimension,
unless it is related to location probability.
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4.2 Radio Environment Channel Models
In wireless communication the transmission medium(channel) is shared by many
radio systems. The characteristics of the radio signal changes as it travels from
the transmitter to receiver antennas. The signal is affected mainly by the length
of the path(s) taken by the signal and the transmission environment(trees, build-
ings,mountains,machineries,etc.). In general, the received signal,r(t), can be ob-
tained by the following equation where the transmitted signal, x(t), and the chan-
nel’s impulse response,hc.
r(t) = hcx(t) + n(t) (4.1)
where n(t) is noise signal.
The channel response has three main components; path loss, shadow and multipath
fading.
i . Path Loss
A signal emitted by transmitter antennas is spread spherically. The signal gets
weaker, the more it moves radially away from the transmitter. This attenuation due
to the distance traveled by a signal is named as path loss. A most direct and easy
approach for measuring the path loss is a line-of-sight propagation where there are
no objects between (and around) the transmitter and the receiver. In free space,
the received power can be described by the following equation.
PR = PTGTGR
[
λ
4pir
]2
(4.2)
where PR and PT are the received and transmitted powers, GT and GR -antenna
gains, r - path traveled and λ - wavelength of the carrier frequency.
In general, the path loss can be derived from the following empirical formula with
P0, power at a distance r0 and α, the path loss exponent.
PR = PTP0(
r0
r
)α (4.3)
And the path loss is written as:
L(r) = L0 + 10 · α · log10(r/r0) (4.4)
L0 is the average path loss at reference distance r0.
ii . Shadow Fading
Shadow fading occurs when there are big structures like buildings, mountains, trees,
etc. between the transmitter and the receiver. Shadowing happens when the trans-
mitted signal is lost through absorption,reflection, scattering and diffraction —see
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in Figure 7. The net path loss can be approximated by the equation:
L(r) = L0 + 10 · α · log10(r/r0) +Xσ (4.5)
Here Xσ, in dB, is a normally distributed(Gaussian) random variable with standard
deviation σ.
iii . Multipath Fading
In a radio environment with multiple scatterers, the radio signal arrives at the re-
ceiver from different directions—with varying delays (phase) and signal strength
(amplitude). Depending on their phase, the multiple signals may add or subtract
each other upon arrival, yielding increased or decreased received power. There may
be a line-of-sight between the transmitter and the receiver units, giving rise to one
or more dominant signal components (if any). Figure 7 illustrates how the multi-
path effect works from signal reflections and the line-of-sight components. Moreover,
multipath(fast) fading is characterized by its rapid fluctuation over small areas.
The relative effects of the three components the channel response can be com-
Figure 7: Multipath and shadow fading.
pared in Figure 8. It is clearly shown that shadowing weakens the signal, next to
path loss, while multipath fading varies rapidly in the range of the transmission
path.
4.2.1. Statistical Models
To help better estimation of the signal strength in simulation environments, the radio
channel is modeled based on the signal properties and the nature of its propagation
environment. Empirical models that are developed based on measurements taken
in various radio environments or statistical distributions that could approximate
the real world scenarios are used to model the channel properties and the signal
propagation characteristics.
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Figure 8: Comparing path loss, shadowing and multipath fading [38].
a. Okumura Hata Model
One of the famous statistical models of signal propagation in a multipath radio
environment is Okumura Hata Model. The simplified mathematical path loss equa-
tions are derived from measurement results for limited set of parameters(antenna
heights, frequency and distance). The model works well for medium range coverage
areas, but may not be suitable propagation model for distances beyond 100km. The
operating frequency falls in the range of 30MHz - 3GHz [39].
E = 69.82− 6.16 log10(f) + 13.82ht + a(hm, f)− (44.9− 6.55 log10(ht)(log10(d))b
(4.6)
where E is the field strength in dB(µV/m), f is the frequency in MHz, ht (in meters)
is the transmitter effective antenna height above ground in the range 30-200m, hm
is the mobile station antenna height above ground in the range 1 − 10m, d is the
distance in km. The value of the function a(hm,f) is:
a(hm, f) =
{
(1.1 log10(f)− 0.7)hm − (1.52 log10(f)− 0.8)
Where as the parameter b can be computed as:
b =
{
1 d ≤ 20km
1 +(0.14 + 0.000187f + 0.00107h∗)(log10(0.05d))
0.8, d > 20km
where h∗ = ht√
1+0.000007.h2t
b. Point to Area Propagation Models
There are differences between point-to-point and point-to-area radio link model-
ing. They are distinguished by the amount of data required, point-to-point mode
must provide details of the terrain profile of the link that the area prediction mode
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will estimate by using empirical medians. TV broadcasting needs a model that
can predict the point to area propagation characteristics. The ITU-R P.1546-3
recommendation predicts terrestrial point-to-area radio propagations for frequency
values 30MHz - 3GHz. The model is aimed at tropospheric radio propagation cover-
ing long-range distances (1-1000km) and traveling over land, sea or mixed land-sea
paths for effective transmitting antenna heights less than 3km. The ITU recom-
mendation is an extrapolation of the measurement data under different geograph-
ical and climatic conditions. Field strength propagation curves for 1 kW effective
radiated power at nominal frequencies of 100, 600 and 2000MHz are used to ex-
trapolate(or interpolate) other propagation characteristics. The curves are based on
measurement data mainly relating to mean climatic conditions in temperate regions
containing land, cold and warm seas. Although propagation conditions may vary
according to the weather conditions, the methods for interpolation and extrapo-
lation between families of field-strength curves are general. Therefore, if families
of curves exist for regions with different climate, accurate characterization of radio
propagation in different regions may be attained using the methods found in the
ITU recommendation[30].
Another model Irregular Terrain Model(ITM), also called Longley-Rice model, is
used to estimate the propagation pattern of the TV broadcasting for both coverage
area and point-to-point link predictions. The model predicts the median attenuation
of the radio signal as a function of distance, antenna heights, and extra losses due
to refractions caused by the intermediate (terrain) obstructions. It involves dozens
of functions that implement numerical approximations to theory[31].
These models are used by many propagation prediction softwares for generating
electric field strength coverage maps. Appropriate terrain models must be used to
estimate the electric field propagation patterns. The Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission(SRTM) terrain model is the most commonly used terrain model. SRTM
is high-resolution global digital topographic database created by specially modified
radar system[32].
4.3 DVB-T System Basics
DVB-T, Digital Video Broadcasting - Terrestrial, is a European-based digital ter-
restrial television, DTT, broadcasting technology. It enables the transmission of
compressed digital video, audio and other data using an MPEG transport stream
(MPEG-TS).DVB-T standard offers various modes of network planning, giving rise
to many flexible reception options from rooftop aerials to indoor receivers in buses
and cars. To reduce the effect of multipath propagation conditions, DVB-T loads the
data stream into large number of orthogonal narrow-band frequency carriers. This
technique, is known as Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing(COFDM).
The transmitted signal is organized into frames and four frames constitute a super-
frame. Each frame consists of 68 OFDM symbols while each symbol is constructed
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either by 6817 carriers, socalled 8K mode, or 1705 carriers in 2K mode. A sym-
bol consists a useful part with duration TU and a guard interval with duration 4
(see the tables below). The guard interval is used at the start of each symbol to
fight multipath situation at the receiver. Guard interval may have durations of 1/4,
1/8,1/16 or 1/32 as compared to the useful part. For instance a guard interval of
1/4 means that each COFDM symbol is preceded by a guard symbol one-fourth of
the useful symbol. Besides the guard bands, increasing the redundancy of bits is
employed for correction of bit errors. DVB-T uses code rates of 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6
and 7/8.For instance, a code rate of 2/3 refers to a transmission where 2 units of
data are non-redundant and useful while the remaining 1 unit is inserted for error
correction.
Parameter Value
Channel bandwidth 8 MHz
FFT size 8192 (8K)
Number of subcarriers 6817
Modulation 64-QAM
Code rate 2/3
Carrier spacing 1116 Hz
Useful symbol duration 896 µs
Guard interval 1/8
Table 5: DVB-T parameters, Finland [40].
Figure 9 shows the power spectral density of DVB-T signal. The overall spectral
density of the modulated data cell carriers is the sum of the power spectral densities
of individual carriers. For comparison of the 8K and 2K modes see Table 6.
Parameter 8K mode 2K mode
Number of carriers K 6817 1705
Duration TU 896 µs 224 µs
Duration for guard interval of 1/8 (4) 112 µs 28 µs
Symbol duration for guard interval of 1/8 (4+ TU) 1008 µs 252 µs
Table 6: Comparison of 8K and 2K modes using 8MHz channels [37].
DVB-T can use any of the three modulation schemes such as QPSK(Quadrature
Phase Shift Keying ),16QAM(Quadrature Amplitude Modulation) or 64QAM. 64-
QAM, for instance, is a modulation scheme that conveys data by changing both
the phase of a reference signal(phase-shift keying, PSK) and/or the amplitude of
the carrier wave(amplitude-shift keying, ASK) which carries log2 (64) = 6 bits per
symbol. It can also use hierarchical modulation, where two separate data streams are
modulated onto a single DVB-T stream—a high priority stream embedded within
a low priority one to allow a more flexible reception based on receiver quality. The
two independent data streams can be transmitted in the same signal using different
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Figure 9: Theoretical DVB transmission signal spectrum for guard interval4 = 1/4
(for 8MHz channels)[37].
modulation techniques, for instance, QPSK for one (high priority) stream and 16-
QAM for the low priority one. The high priority stream can be received in the case of
relatively poor carrier-to-noise ratios but with low data rates, while the low priority
ones can carry high data rate with high carrier-to-noise ratio but need good receiver
quality. Moreover, it can operate in 6, 7 or 8MHz channel bandwidths, which gives
a great deal of spectral flexibility.
The set of DVB-T parameters employed in Finland is shown in Table 5.
4.4 Assessment Methodology
Spectrum availability assessment for TVWS involves the following steps:
• DVB-T system setup analysis —This includes collecting the primary sys-
tem transmitters across Finland and the neighboring countries, which will have
direct impact(or may be victimized) to secondary system scenarios. This step
identifies the location, transmit power and transmission patterns of primary
transmitters.
• Primary coverage area computation —Using appropriate propagation
and terrain models, the approximate coverage areas for DVB-T transmitters
can be estimated. The coverage is calculated for each pixel(the smallest unit
of geographical coverage for the assessment) across the whole country.
• Computation of permitted secondary power—Based on a specific regu-
latory requirement,for instance ECC requirements for working in TVWS[12],
the permitted secondary power can be calculated for specific secondary sys-
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tem scenario. The secondary power emission level for a single secondary user
is stated in equation (3.4).
• Secondary system scenario—The type of secondary system scenarios af-
fect the computation, in our case we used cellular type secondary scenarios
for analyzing the TVWS capacity. Both homogeneous cells, having similar
size throughout the country, and variable cells which are dependent on the
population are used.
• Spectrum availability estimation and assessments related to sec-
ondary system scenario —Spectrum availability can be quantified based
on the availability metrics. Using the secondary system scenarios, the sec-
ondary spectrum capacity can be analyzed and the relative impacts of using
different secondary parameters on the primary system can be compared using
performance curves.
Figure 10: Assessment methodology flowchart.
4.5 Implementation of Assessment Methodology
4.5.1. System modeling and coverage area computation
The assessment includes all 620 DVB-T inside Finland and 1240 TV transmitters in
the neighboring countries. Unlike cellular mobile networks like GSM, TV cells are
relatively large. They have long co-channel reuse distance.The propagation model
for the primary system is ITU-R P.1546. Assuming fixed reception over Ricean
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channel, the minimum field strength for 500MHz frequency is 52.5 dBuV/m. This
minimum requirement is assumed to ensure successful reception for worst-case re-
ceivers at the edge of the coverage area.
The initial step for identifying the amount of available TVWS is to determine the
area that is covered by each TV transmitter, using the above models. This process
defines the TV channel protected contour at areas where the location probability is
95%. Location probability assumes the received signal from a TV transmitter in a
given area (e.g. a pixel) varies with lognormal distribution when changing position
in the area. A pixel has a location probability of P% if the (1 − P )th percentile of
the lognormal shadowing distribution is equal to or larger than the required signal
level.
Mathematically, the location probability including TV self-interference, in the ab-
sence of WSDs is given by:
q1 = Pr
{
Ps ≥ Ps,min +
K∑
i=1
ru,kPu,k
}
, (4.7)
where Pr{x} is the probability of event x, Ps is the received wanted signal power
at the TV receiver’s antenna connector at the considered location, Ps,min is the
minimum TV receiver RF sensitivity in the presence of ambient noise, ru,k is the TV
protection ratio for the kth unwanted TV signal and Pu,k is the received signal power
from the kth interfering TV tower. The presence of WSD decreases the location
probability. Regulators need to limit the maximum amount of interference from
WSD, such that the maximum probability degradation is limited to 4q. The new
equation, denoted by q2 = q1 −4q, becomes :
q2 = Pr
{
Ps ≥ Ps,min +
K∑
i=1
ru,kPu,k + r(4f)GPWSDIB
}
, (4.8)
with r(4f) being the TV-WSD protection ratio for frequency offset 4f , G is the
path gain between the WSD location and the interfered TV receiver’s location, and
PWSDIB the in-band transmit power(EIRP) of the WSDs. All the power values are in
linear domain(in Watts).
4.5.2. Secondary power computation
Using different regulatory requirements, FCC or ECC rules, primary protection
areas and the operating secondary power levels can be calculated.
i. FCC
The FCC rule sets maximum fixed allowed maximum transmit power for WSDs
—fixed WSDs with antenna height less than 30m maximum permitted EIRP
of 36dBm (which corresponds to 4 watts) while mobile ones are limited to
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20dBm(0.1W). Around each TV transmitter there is a radial distance limit,
where no WSD is allowed to operate in the same channel. The WSDs are also
not allowed to operate in the first adjacent channel to occupied DTV channel,
only this time the protection distance is smaller. For instance, a WSD having
antenna height 10m to 30m, the adjacent channel protection zone is 0.74km
and the co-channel protection is 14.4km.
ii. ECC
The SE43 working group under CEPT, allows secondary transmitters to trans-
mit at different power levels based on their distance to the coverage area. The
scheme calculates the maximum permitted power for a WSD at a given loca-
tion—the calculation is based on permitted degradation of location probability
for TV reception.
Recalling equation (4.8):
q2 = Pr
{
Ps ≥ Ps,min +
K∑
i=1
ru,kPu,k + r(4f)GPWSDIB
}
Assuming Z = Ps − Ps,min −
K∑
i=1
ru,kPu,k, in the above location probability
equation, it becomes:
q2 = Pr
{
r(4f)GPWSDIB ≤ Z
}
(4.9)
= Pr
{
PWSDIB ≤
1
r(4f)GZ
}
(4.10)
The two possible conditions are Z ≥ 0, in which case the signal can be easily
detected, and Z < 0, signal is weaker than the receiver sensitivity level. Con-
sidering these two cases, the new location probability equation is derived as[34]:
q2 =Pr
{
r(4f)GPWSDIB ≤ Z
}
=Pr {Z < 0}Pr {PWSDIB ≤ Z | Z < 0}+ Pr {Z ≥ 0}Pr{PWSDIB ≤ Z | Z ≥ 0}
(4.11)
But according to the original assumption in equation(4.7),
Pr {Z < 0} = 1− q1,
P r
{
Ps ≤ Ps,min +
K∑
i=1
ru,kPu,k
}
= 1− q1 (4.12)
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This occurs during TV outage conditions due to shadow fading or self-interference
from other TV stations.
PWSDIB must be non-negative. Therefore, when Z is negative, it follows that
Pr
{
PWSDIB ≤ Z | Z < 0
}
= Pr
{
PWSDIB < 0
}
= 0.
Therefore, equation (4.11) becomes:
q2 = 0 + q1Pr
{
PWSDIB ≤ Z | Z ≥ 0
}
(4.13)
Lets define Z = Z, forZ ≥ 0 and 0, for negative values of Z. The new expres-
sion for the q2, in logarithmic domain:
q2 = q1Pr
{
PWSDIB ≤ Z −G− r(4f)
}
(4.14)
where Z is in dBm, G and r(4f) are in dB. Finally, assuming G and Z are
lognormally distributed random variables, the permitted WSD transmit power
that safeguards the location probability of TV reception is[34]:
PWSDIB ≤ mZ −mG − r(4f)−
√
2erf−1(2(1− q2
q1
))
√
σ2Z + σ
2
G − IM, (4.15)
where mZ , σZ ,mG, σG denote median and standard deviation of Z and G,
respectively. erf−1 is the inverse complementary error function, IM - is inter-
ference margin that can be set by regulators for premium safety like aggregate
interference protection2.
The simplified illustration for FCC and ECC power allocation schemes across
the radial distance from a TV broadcast station is shown in Figure 11. In the
diagram the TV coverage is intended to reach protected receivers at RTV . With
FCC ruling additional radial protection distance, rp must be added to allow
unlicensed device. ECC rule, however, allows unlicensed WSDs even closer to
RTV but with tighter power control the more it gets nearer.
4.5.3. Secondary system scenarios
The secondary system may assume any of the possible configurations like cellular,
point-to-point links, etc. We used square-shaped cellular secondary system design,
for instance, to compare the number of available channels using the FCC and ECC
rulings. The cells can have either fixed radius of 2km, 5km and 10km that is ho-
mogeneous regardless of the population gradient or a custom radius that is based
2The above equation (4.15) is a modified version of the original power equation suggested in
ECC 159 report by SE43 working group. A close analysis in [34] revealed that the previous one
overestimates the allowed secondary power, for failing to account for the TV outage.
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Figure 11: Power gradient of TV signal, and comparison of WSD signal power using
FCC and ECC rules.
on population-density. Okumura-Hata propagation model is used for estimating the
secondary system signal propagation characteristics. Secondary antenna height is
fixed at 30m.
In the second case, when the secondary cell radius is based on population density,
a hierarchical three-level cellular radius was used to accommodate only 10,000 users
per cell i.e. first the whole country is covered by a 32km radius cell. Then if a
cell has more than 10,000 users, it is divided into medium-sized cells. If any of the
medium-sized cells contain more than 10,000 users, they are divided into small-sized
cells. Using cellular-type analysis it is possible to account for the effect of the pri-
mary system on the usability TV spectrum in a pixel. When interference from the
primary system is sufficiently high able to cause secondary outage, the same channel
can be assumed non-available in that pixel.
Name Size Coverage [km2] Number of cells
small 1x1km 1 1744
medium 4x4km 16 5459
large 32x32km 1024 327
Table 7: Secondary cell sizes based on population density.
4.5.4. Spectrum availability and secondary system scenario assessments
The spectrum availability assessment can be summarized in three main outputs.
Availability assessment estimates the amount of TV spectrum free to use for sec-
ondary access. By using cellular-type secondary system model, it is possible to
evaluate the secondary system performance on the available spectrum. Finally, the
assessment must evaluate the amount of interference the secondary system is caus-
ing to the primary system. The primary performance curves are used to show the
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Figure 12: Cellular-type coverage layout for secondary system: 10km homogeneous
radius(left) and radius based on user density(right)
relative impacts of the various secondary parameters to the TV system.
a. Availability assessment
Using the definitions for spectrum availability (see Introduction subsection 4.1),
the amount of harvestable spectrum can be estimated.The spectrum availability
maps can be presented as color-coded illustrations (see Figure 13) to visualize
the geographical presence of the TVWS spectrum.
b. Secondary system performance
The outputs of this research give guidance to how cellular-type secondary sys-
tems could give different parameter-specific outputs. The parameters are pop-
ulation density, regulatory ruling(FCC or ECC), the primary system param-
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Figure 13: Color-coded availability map (number of free TV channels)
eters(reference geometry and allowed outage probability), secondary cell sizes
(homogeneous or user-density based), and parameters that affect the signal prop-
agation characteristics (antenna height and interference margin). These param-
eters are introduced to measure the capacity of the TVWS for a cellular-type
secondary system model - secondary capacity. Figure (14) shows a color-coding
method used to illustrate the secondary capacity of the TVWS for different
areas.
c. Primary system performance
Signal to noise and interference ratio curves are used to know the approximate
relative aggregate impacts of the secondary system on the TV coverage. If TV
receivers at the border of the coverage area are receiving the minimum target
signal to noise and interference ratio, the remaining users are assumed to be safe.
Hence,the estimation of aggregate secondary interference on the primary system
was tested on selected sample points along the TV coverage area cell borders.
The plots in Figure 15 gives relative impacts of the different secondary system
on the primary for different settings; for instance, reference geometry, homoge-
neous or population density-based cellular radius and interference margin. The
secondary antenna height is set to 30m.
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Figure 14: Color-coded map for secondary capacity (average capacity per cell, when
secondary cell-size varies based on population density).
Figure 15: SINR distribution at the TV cell borders at the presence of aggregate
secondary interference.
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5 Front-End Visualization
5.1 Introduction
Data —which may be a byproduct of research, gathering, discovery or even creation,
is a raw material for communication, but less adequate for a meaningful communica-
tion. Data must be organized and presented in some order to acquire informational
value[44].
It is worthwhile to explain the famous DIKW(Digital, Information, Knowledge
and Wisdom) hierarchy, shown in Figure 16, mostly used in the Knowledge Man-
agement and Information Science domains. Data is turned into information by
presenting it in understandable arrangement, whether it is a visual or auditory one.
Unless data is translated into information, the user finds it difficult to comprehend
the meaning of the data at hand. Knowledge, however, is related to experience
Figure 16: The Continuum of Understanding[46]
acquired from static information and it depends on the perspectives of the learner.
Knowledge is obtained by interacting with others or with tools to acquire the pat-
terns and the meanings included in their information. Variations of experiences give
a learner different types of knowledge, which eventually affect the person’s point of
view or thought. Local knowledge can be acquired by a few people having similar
experiences of the same thing, but general knowledge depends on high level shared
experiences by many people of a certain discipline. The ultimate understanding of
patterns or experiences created by organized data finally becomes wisdom. We can
share those experiences that are the knowledge units to create wisdom —in other
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words, wisdom can be communicated with more contextual perspective and deep
understanding[44][46].
When it comes to human-machine interaction, we have accumulated a set of common
experiences with the conventional Graphical User Interfaces(GUIs). GUIs enable
presentation of data by exposing the user to interact with graphic art forms and
objects. Effective GUI delivers organized data (information) to users. It invites the
users to new interactions with forms and structures that, eventually, will pile up on
their existing experiences and become a new knowledge to edify their wisdom. In-
teractive GUI design is a narration design that is intended to replace the mechanical
model with our linguistic model[44].
Computers are being used in most of our daily activities including communication.
With the increasing connectivity of devices and services to the Internet, they are
becoming more valuable than ever. The Internet is making information access more
ubiquitous, more fast and cheaper. The creation and development of the World
Wide Web (WWW) in the last three decades increased the pace of data sharing
among users, regardless of the devices involved. The peripheral devices to access
many services, whether it is in a remote server or a local machine, involve interaction
with GUIs. To ensure that a GUI is full of meaningful and informative experience,
it is highly recommended to comply with certain design standards.
5.2 Graphical User Interface Design Guidelines
The design of GUI involves the consideration of the perceptual and cognitive psy-
chology of the users of a system. A user interface design should consider at least
how people perceive, learn, remember and convert patterns into action. Most of
these topics are, in fact, associated with human psychology.[47].
When it is our first time to perform an activity, we do it in very controlled and
conscious way, but with training it becomes more and more automatic. Activi-
ties like riding a bicycle, typing with keyboard, writing,etc. are started as a more
conscious and non-automatic and become less conscious and automatic ones when
we are trained over time. The progression time from controlled to automatic has
a significant implication for GUI designs —how can we design a user interface so
that it takes less time to train users to become less-conscious automatic users? The
goals of efficient user interface design is to enable faster understanding of the system
functionalities by the users to the point of becoming automatic without taxing much
cognitive energy.
When we are accustomed to a visual interface, we become less strained and more of
context-free. Context-free recognition is a cognitive technique by our brain trying to
identify visual graphics from simple to complex patterns. It may be line segments,
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buttons, graphic images or forms that can be combined to form a whole visual mean-
ing. On the contrary, unskilled users prefer using context-based, top-down approach,
a recognition which involves understanding based on context. The reader may start
from whole paragraph down to objects, words and characters. This kind of visual
system starts recognition from complex patterns or by knowing the meaning of the
text (that may be the sequence of events in a user interface) in advance, it then uses
that knowledge to identify or guess the contents of those patterns[47].
Poor information design impedes experienced users’ automatic context-free recogni-
tion, compelling them to resort to a conscious and context-based usage i.e. increased
burden, limited speed and comprehension. There are many rule of thumb tips for
designing a user interface to make it more context-free recognizable. It is highly rec-
ommended to avoid using unfamiliar vocabulary and script typefaces —not common
in the computer world, small fonts, noisy background, less organized text-alignment,
too much unnecessary text or any additional features that may disrupt the auto-
matic perception of a user interface [47]. If the user interface is web-based, it should
also consider the loading time, the background color of the page and accessibility
issues—too much background script codes may sometimes freeze browsers.
A user-centric interface design considers data organization and classification to make
it easily understandable by its users. The information arrangement could be done
based on data sources, relationships between each data, position and time. The
organization of information affects the way it is understood[44]. This organization,
however, should not challenge the users memory requirements. Most people don’t
keep detail information in memory, other than those their goals made them pay at-
tention. In fact, many people prefer seeing and recognizing things to recalling them
[47]. A User Interface should avoid requiring too much information memorization
—it could provide some guidance to users, for instance, by adding some modes,
listing alternatives in drop-down, auto-fill methods and other means.
Another method might be making the visualization tool task-focused, simple and
consistent. It is good the designer perform task analysis and design task-focused con-
ceptual model before actually designing the user interface and strictly follow those
targets set in the conceptual model. The following issues may be very important to
consider:
• What is the tool intended for?
• What goals may users expect?
• Who are the target users?
• Any guidance to main tasks without causing an error.
• Steps to do a task, comprehensible terminology, associated risks, etc.
This helps designers to eliminate the gap between the user goals and the actual
features on the visual interface. If users perceive the visual tools are not directly
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Figure 17: Visualization tools for assisting users to memorize(drop-down list, auto
complete pop ups and radio buttons)
related their goals, they will pay less attention to them. The gap between the needs
of the user and the functionalities of the tool determines the learning time. When
the tool works their intended tasks easily without expending too much cognitive
effort, automatic use can be achieved quickly.
In summary, a user interface design is recommended to be consistent and its ter-
minology usage to comply with that of the day to day softwares. User-centric UIs
challenge our recognition rather than our recalling capacity i.e. minimizing short-
term memory load. The visual interface can use an online documentation and help
for assisting users.
5.3 Requirements Analysis
There are many undergoing researches, including EU FP7 QUASAR project [19],
doing quantitative assessment of the available white space for opportunistic sec-
ondary access. Oftentimes the academic community is required to provide direct
answers to questions such as:
• How much TV white space is there?
• How much of it is harvestable?
• How much cumulative and average secondary data rate can be supported in
the TV white space, across different geographical locations?
• What is the relative impact of the secondary usage on the primary system,
under various parameters?
By using the ECC and FCC guidelines, we have analyzed the availability of
TVWS in the existing DVB-T system, in the whole Finland. The outputs of our
research are arrays of quantitative capacity maps(Figure 18) and signal to noise and
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interference ratio (SINR) values, obtained by varying multiple parameters —helpful
for comparative analysis. It is required to make the capacity maps and SINR plots
browser accessible. Technically, we need three fundamental features; map services,
browser-based plotting technologies and the capability of comparative visualization.
Figure 18: Examples of quantitative capacity maps(available channels, user density
based capacity per cell, capacity per area of 2km and 5km radius respectively).
5.3.1. Web-based Visualization Technologies
HyperText Markup Language(HTML) is markup language for creating content for
information provided on the World Wide Web (the Web). Markup languages use
their own syntax to differentiate content from annotation. HTML has limited capa-
bility to influence the appearance of the document on the browser, instead Cascading
Style Sheets(CSS) can be used as a method for modifying presentation semantics
(the look and feel) of HTML documents. CSS works by separating content from
web page structure. It is used as a stylistic guideline to modify the format of the
presentation.
There are various free map service providers to visualize the capacity plots; Google
Maps, Bing Maps, OpenStreetMap, WikiMapia, Nokia Maps and others. We chose
Google Maps for its customizable web-based visualization experience. Google Maps
provides its own Google Maps API(Application Package Interface) that can be used
to embed the mapping service on non-commercial third party websites.
Google Maps API uses Javascript technology, which is a scripting language (lightweight
programming language) very well compatible for most browsers. Apart from be-
coming a scripting language of choice in Google Maps environment, Javascript is
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very popular tool in dynamic web-based applications. The World Wide Web Con-
sortium(W3C) standard known as Document Object Model (DOM) is a language-
neutral interface that allows scripting languages like Javascript to dynamically access
and update the content, structure and style of HTML documents. Javascript uses
an API for browsers, called XMLHttpRequest, to submit request to web-servers and
to load server-side files to the browser. For the SINR plotting functionality, we can
make use of XMLHttpRequest protocol and any of the Javascript plotting libraries,
specifically we used a library named as flot. Moreover, Javascript is executed in
the browsers without preliminary compilation, this has greatly eased its portability
across different systems.
The combination of HTML, CSS and Javascript allows a very flexible web-based GUI
visualization. An HTML document presented by the three technologies is named
as Dynamic HTML (DHTML). DHTML enables faster content fetching from server
without the need of refreshing the page. It is the main tool in dynamic web format-
ting and visualization.
One other alternative to DHTML is Java applet, which can offer a more dy-
Figure 19: Client-server communication.
namic client-side GUI. They have an advantage of giving the programmer more
control of the UI and with capability of handling computation intensive visualiza-
tions. Java applets run in a web browser using Java Virtual Machine(JVM), a
platform-independent code execution component for Java codes. However, applets
are with many limitations. Firstly, the user must have JVM enabled browser. Sec-
ondly, they are restricted by many security issues in the face of malicious intents
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using applets, they work under security sandbox model. Besides these, applets lack
the flexibility of dealing with on-line map services.
5.4 Spectrum Availability Assessment Tool Architecture
As discussed in the above section,the main goal of the Spectrum Availability As-
sessment Tool is to visualize the findings of the undergoing research in TVWS, for
Finland. The architecture shown in Figure 20, represents the theoretical model for
realizing our technical requirements. The back-end computation takes population
and TV broadcast data as inputs. By using the appropriate propagation models
and relevant parameters, the computational outputs are stored in a web server. The
web server can be accessed by any of the latest browsers; Mozilla Firefox R©, Internet
Explorer R©, Google Chrome R© and others.
Figure 20: Theoretical model of spectrum assessment visualization tool architecture.
5.5 Implementation of Assessment Tool
There are few practical problems to implement the theoretical model. The major
one being the time requirement, it takes too much time to generate any of the re-
quired outputs (roughly 0.5 - 3hrs), so that real time interaction is almost impossible.
Normally, this is also a big hurdle to stand-alone applications. Secondly, it needs
tougher bandwidth requirement that is able to transport many gigabytes of DVB-T
broadcast and population data in only few minutes. The direct implication is that
we can not make a timely browser-side computation. These limitations ultimately
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demand the computation to be server-side and can not be real-time one.
Consequently, a new model have to be implemented —shown in Figure 21. The
new approach uses ready outputs that are pre-calculated and stored in a database
server. Practically, the need of the database can be compromised based on the data
size(number of generated values) and the features needed at the front end - browser
based access. In this scheme, everything is calculated ahead. This gives a great
level of flexibility to use either a server-side or browser-side mechanism to access the
data. The model in Figure 21 uses browser-side scripting languages to fetch data
from the web-server.
Figure 21: Spectrum assessment visualization tool architecture, practical model.
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6 Spectrum Availability Assessment Tool : Fin-
land Case Study
6.1 Introduction
Finland is located in 64N latitude and 26E longitude. Finland is a sparsely popu-
lated country with average population density of 17.7 per square km and a total area
of 338,145 square km out of which more than 10% is covered with water. Finland
has population exceeding 5.26 million (estimate for 2012). Most of the population
lives in the southern part of the country (more than 1 million residents live in the
Helsinki Metropolitan Area alone)[49].
Figure 22: Population density of Finland.
As discussed in the previous two chapters, Spectrum Availability Assessment Tool is
a web-based visualization tool for a time-intensive back-end computational process.
The outputs of the computation are spectrum availability maps, capacity maps for
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cellular-type secondary system and TV SINR plots that show the relative impact of
the different secondary system parameters on the primary system.
The tool can be accessed on the web by using a universal resource locater (URL)
address. URL is a specific character string (in our case http://quasar.netlab.hut.fi)
that constitutes a reference to web server. The content is hosted in Apache HTTP
Server. Apache is an open source(allows access to the source code, modification
and free redistribution) web server. Web servers are softwares that serve requests
from browsers by organizing content residing in them—they only serve requests and
hence they remain in listening mode until they receive them. The requests are sent
from browsers to web servers using the URL addresses.
Figure 23: Graphical User Interface of Spectrum Availability Assessment Tool.
6.2 GUI Controls
The GUI controls are the tools to customize the visualization of Spectrum Availability
Assessment Tool. The map zooming and panning (part of the Google maps module)
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are used to pinpoint into places with better resolution. The Opacity control enables
identification of geographic places on the Google maps by adjusting the transparency
of the capacity/availability maps on the Google maps.
Figure 24: GUI controls.
6.3 Terminology and definitions
The definition of terms used in the GUI:
• Protection Distance - the minimum radial distance between a secondary trans-
mitter and an intended TV receiver operating on the same channel.
• Adjacent Channel refers to the minimum separation between the primary re-
ceiver and the secondary transmitter working in adjacent channel, it is also
known as Reference Geometry.
• TV outage - target outage probability at the TV coverage area border in the
presence of secondary transmitter.
• Fixed Radius refers to the homogeneity of cellular radius of the secondary
system across the country. It can have constant values of 2km, 5km or 10km.
• Based on user density - the cellular radius of the secondary system is dependent
on population density. The secondary cells can have radius of 0.5km for densely
populated urban areas, 2km for suburban areas having medium population
density and 16km for sparsely populated rural areas.
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• Protection Margin - the extra power margin added in the calculation of power
emission level for a secondary device, for protecting the primary system from
harmful interference. It includes the safety margin, SM, and the aggregate
secondary system interference, MI. Refer equation (3.4).
• Antenna Height - the height of secondary device above average terrain level.
• Available Channels - the number of free TV channels, in a specific geographic
location (on a map).
• Capacity per Area - the secondary capacity (data rate) on the available chan-
nels, when homogeneous cellular size is used across the country.
• Capacity per Cell - the average capacity in the TVWS available to the whole
secondary cell, when the cell-size is based on population density.
• Capacity per User - the average capacity of the TVWS available to each user in
a cell. It is obtained by dividing the Capacity per Cell to the average number
of users in a cell.
6.4 Introducing the tool - brief demonstration
When the user requests the URL address http://quasar.netlab.hut.fi, the web-based
graphical interface shown in Figure 23 appears. The graphical user interface con-
tains mainly three areas(panels). The left-most panel includes the main menu(ECC
Rules and FCC Rules) for selecting the analysis scheme. The middle area houses
the Google maps,upon which the capacity and availability maps are overlying. The
right panel includes the legend (color bars for referencing the capacity and availabil-
ity maps).
In the ECC Rules sub-menu the user can set TV parameters like Protection Dis-
tance, Adjacent Channel and TV Outage. Since ECC ruling is based on power-level
control the Protection Distance is 0km.
In the Secondary Parameters panel, the user can set the Secondary Cell Sizes—two
options are the homogeneous Fixed radius scheme of 2km, 5km or 10km and the
Based on user density, which relies on population density to resize the radius of the
secondary cell. The Protection Margin and secondary Antenna Height are used to
set the Transmission Parameters.
6.4.1. Visualization on the map
The Plots field contains the collection of buttons that are used to display the avail-
ability and capacity maps on the Google maps.
1. Plotting available channels
To plot the available channels, the user should select the Protection Distance
options and click the Available Channels button. See Figure (29).
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2. Capacity per area
The necessary settings for plotting the capacity per area are the Adjacent
Channel option, the secondary cell size scheme should be set to be Fixed and
the Protection Margin. As a result of the combinations of these parameters
(Figure 25), the user can get many plots.
Figure 25: Plotting available channels and capacity per area.
3. Capacity per Cell and Capacity per User
The Capacity per cell and Capacity per user are calculated for Based on user
density option. When the Based on user density radio button is selected, the
Capacity per Cell and Capacity per User buttons are highlighted. Therefore
the user is automatically prompted about the button groups that refer to Fixed
and the Based on user density secondary cell-size options.
6.4.2. SINR Comparison and Plotting Utilities
Spectrum Availability Assessment Tool gives comparative insight into the secondary
parameters affecting the TV system. The user can select the secondary parameters
for comparing the impact of the secondary system on selected boundary test points
on the primary coverage, particularly, the SINR of the primary curves is plotted for
comparison.
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To plot multiple SINR parameters :
• Select the plotting parameters(Adjacent Channel, Secondary Cell Size and
Protection Margin) shown in Figure 26.
• Click Add to SINR Plot to add the parameter combination to plotting list.
• Check the parameters combinations from the plotting list and click Plot Se-
lections. Clear All Selections clears the plotting list. The plot appears in new
window. as shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 26: SINR plotting parameters.
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Figure 27: Comparison of primary performance under different parameters.
Figure 28: Secondary capacity under different parameters.
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Figure 29: Available channels in Finland, using ECC rules.
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Figure 30: Capacity per cell for 100m reference geometry.
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7 Conclusion
The increasing immensity of the data volume created everyday and the converging
trend towards more ubiquitous network connectivity is posing new challenges to the
wireless industry. Regulators are already introducing flexible methods of spectrum
access to promote investment in new technologies that are spectrally efficient.
In this thesis, an integrated spectrum availability assessment tool for TVWS is
developed, for Finland. The tool visualizes the outputs of the TVWS quantitative
assessment research, which works for identifying the amount of spectrum that is
usable for opportunistic secondary access. The Spectrum Availability Assessment
Tool is browser-accessible interface for a back-end computational process. The tool
is developed based on the philosophy of giving prompt and interactive reply to im-
mediate questions related to TVWS such as the amount and the spatial distribution
of available spectrum, and its capacity to support secondary services.
The pre-calculated dataset and graphic-contents are used to compare the availability
of the TVWS for variety of parameters. The parameters include TVWS regulatory
rules, protection margin, secondary antenna height, and cell radius for cellular-type
secondary system model. By introducing these parameters the relative impact of
the secondary network on the primary system is estimated .
Spectrum Availability Assessment Tool has a graphical user interface designed to
minimize the learning-time for technical users. The tool enables selection of dif-
ferent technical parameters and it has user interface controls for customizing the
visualization of capacity and availability maps for TVWS. The tool has plotting
utilities for comparing the impacts of secondary parameters on primary system.
On account of the intensive time requirements of the back-end computation, this
tool is developed using pre-calculated dataset. This made the tool more flexible,
web-friendly as compared to the real-time processing.
Currently, Spectrum Availability Assessment Tool uses many single-tile capacity
and availability maps. In the future, the tool can be extended to use multiple tiles
per map, each having different geographic precision and displayable based on the
zoom-level. When zoom-level is increasing different set of map-tiles, computed with
more precise geographic information, can be loaded. This method makes it easy to
visualize cities and localities, having special significance with respect to spectrum
management. Although the assessment may require detail geographic and popu-
lation data, it is possible to produce even more reliable TVWS spectrum analyzer
using this method.
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